MALÅ Object Mapper is an easy-to-use visualization software that is developed for processing, analysis and interpretation of Ground Penetrating Radar data acquired by MALÅ GPR systems – including MALÅ Easy Locator Pro WideRange.

**Ease of Use and Productivity**
MALÅ Object Mapper was created to answer the need for an easy-to-use software for interpretation of utility detection GPR data. The software is best used with Object Mapper projects created by MALÅ GPR equipment. Object Mapper is appreciated by its users for its simplicity and effectiveness to deliver results.

The software supports both Object Mapper GPS projects and Baseline projects. A GPS project is utilizing positioning coordinates from a GPS receiver and a Baseline project acquires coordinate points with reference to a physical Baseline drawn up at site. Object Mapper works with two main windows, one Data View and one Site Map.

If GPS positioning data is available and if connected to the internet, the Site Map will also include a Google map image of the project and the positions of the data profiles.

The handling and interpretation work is straightforward and simple. Select a color-marker from the Data View window and identify each object in every parallel GPR profile. The Site Map will then help answering if the markers line up in a probable way. Interpreted results can be exported to CAD/GIS software through DXF.
Object Mapper 2018 – Software News and Highlights

The most apparent change with the Object Mapper 2018 software is the support for online maps. Currently the software supports Google maps and the plan is to extend the support to other online map flavors in the future. The map support increases the usefulness of GPS projects and helps in both interpreting the results and with reporting on projects.

Features

- Straight forward interface for handling of GPR utility data
- Easy-to-use and effective software with focus on producing results
- On-line map support (Google Maps)
- Support for both 16 and 32 bit data formats (rd3 and rd7)
- Import of the MALÅ Easy Locator Pro WideRange HDR data
- Support for both Lat./Long. and UTM coordinates
- Simultaneous filtering of all profiles
- Parallel profile view
- Edit projects in Project Manager
- Edit markers in Marker Manager
- Fully functional, time-limited, demo license available
- Upgrade path from earlier versions

System requirements

- Windows 10, Windows 7
- Online maps requires an active internet connection

Object Mapper 2018 includes improved editing of projects through the use of the Project Manager (not in image) and the Marker Manager.